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Hardware



In our opinion the most important and most irreplaceable and 
complex part of computer is video card.

Nowadays the most profitable industry is video games. Game studios 
earn more money than the film studios. And if you want play in the 
newest game you must buy new video card. 

Video card



Video card contain processors so it can not only 
render graphical objects but can do calculations. 

If you know adout 
cryptocurrency 

people massivly  
bought videocard 

for mining 
because it was the 
cheapest way for 

earn money.



We believe in the nearest future the 
video cards will be cheaper and will be 

warm up less





We live in diverse world where software hasn`t 
the certain definition what is it.

It can be operation system or little plagin for 
student project. It is difficult to cover all types of this. 
It is why we choose the mobile app .

APP



Today we tell you about ‘’Gordan’’ app for ios and 
android. No doubt that Windows is more important and 
more complicated but in our lives shawerma means no 
less.

In Gordan app you can configure your perfect 
shawarma and order it in app, so when you came in 
restaurant you can pick up your order right now away. It 
is wery useful app what improve many lives. 

Bad side of this brilliant app is that it does`t give 
gifts and doesn`t accrue bonuses.



Peripheral device



Nowadays the most perspective 
peripheral  is 3d printer.

Every student dreams about it. 
Using 3d printer you can print 
anything that you can imagine. 

3d printer can use the method of 
layer-by-layer printing of the part. 3d 
printing is a type of additive 
manufacturing and usually refers to 
rapid prototyping technologies.



You can get large models, 
up to 150*75*55 cm and weighing up 150 kg.

The disadvantages 
are high price but 
in the nearest 
future they will be 
cheapest and 
cheapest.



Thank you for patience! 

It is all what we would like to say!


